
Pathogen Denial & Exosome Hypothesis of Viruses Debunked For
Good
<"gure>Transmission electron microscopic image of an isolate from the "rst U.S. case of COVID-
19. The spherical viral particles, colourized blue, contain cross-sections through the viral genome,
seen as black dots. (U.S. CDC)

</"gure>

WHAT ARE EXOSOMES? 

I was just doing more reading on exosomes, for the debunking of the false "theory" going around
that "viruses are only being confused with exosomes, and are not pathogenic" and wanted to
illustrate how reading the science literature requires deep understanding of the mechanistic
cellular processes, which can only be understood in reading by having foundational
understanding of the terminology used to describe the mechanism of action. This is primal to how
the study of language etymology is so fundamental to all forms of understanding in the "elds of
learning.

If you dont accurately understand the story the words are telling and why, you
arrive at false conclusions. 

Specialists in their "eld understand these mechanisms by training in that speci"c "eld and being
taught what those terms mean as they go and are speci"c to their study, but a master etymologist
could also accurately come to know the mechanisms of just about anything in the world by
understanding the root meanings of the terminology building the way things work around us, and
is used to understand HOW THINGS COME TO MEAN WHAT THEY DO and it deeply describes the
 characteristics and qualities of that which is being described. 

When something new is discovered, the etymology is KEY in archiving what that new discovery
means and how it will be subsequently transmitted. 

To build a temple of wisdom, you must "rst place all the brick and mortar, exactly the way
language paves the way with blocks to build a concept of understanding, a "structure to stand
under."

Lets do a brief exercise in learning how sars cov2 novel coronavirus (covid19) is NOT being
confused with exosomes of intracellular vesicular origin (the body's own native cellular shedding)

start with what exosomes actually are: 

"Exosomes are best de"ned as extracellular vesicles that are released from cells upon
fusion of an intermediate endocytic compartment, the multivesicular body (MVB), with
the plasma membrane. This liberates intraluminal vesicles (ILVs) into the extracellular
milieu and the vesicles thereby released are what we know as exosomes."
https://bmcbiol.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12915-016-0268-z

Now you're probably left wondering what all that sciencey jargon means, and are probably not any
closer to fundamentally understanding what it is. 

The fact is that those "sciencey words" are actually the most inexhaustive way to explain in the
least amount of words and ebort with detailed understanding, because each word has a whole
process and story behind what it means.

Lets break it down: 

exosome means "outside body" exo "outside", soma "body", referring to what is outside the
cellular body, the cell boundary, so an exosome is a cellular body outside a cellular body.

These are called extracellular VESICLES meaning SACK OUTSIDE THE CELL,  which can be
understood by its etymology of VESICA "bladder" as a bladder means "incated SACK," "lled with
cuid, as in VESICA PISCIS ""sh bladder" which is also the geometric depiction of two cellular
bodies (sacks) dividing or merging together, just as what happens when an intracellular (inside the
cell), more descriptively an intraluminal space opens up as the cell takes something within it and
encapsulates it in its own plasma membrane, basically a cell within a cell, the endocytic
compartment forms, and either moves inward to the lysosome to degrade the intraluminal waste
or it moves outward and buds or emerges out from inside the cell into the interstitial space
(between the cells).

"In biology , a lumen (plural LUMINA) is the INSIDE SPACE of a tubular structure, such as an artery
or intestine. [1]1 It comes from Latin lumen, meaning 'AN OPENING'."

So an INTRA (into) LUMINAL space is an "opening into" the cell. 

This process is called ENDOCYTOSIS, and is de"ned as " a cellular process in which substances
are brought into the cell. The material to be internalized is surrounded by an area of cell
membrane, which then buds ob inside the cell to form a vesicle containing the ingested material."

So a virus simply hijacks this already occurring process in the cell after
successfully binding to the ACE-2 receptor protein on the surface of the cell
membrane to be taken in through endocytosis.

This means upon replication of the virus within the cell, virions, little viral
particles of dna or rna get released from the cell as exosomes. Virions are
exosomes, but native cellular exosomes are NEVER virions.

There is literally no confusion about this process in cellular molecular biology
or virology. The only confusion comes from the layman who doesnt
understand this process and is not specializing in the Peld, such as pathogen
deniers like Dr kaufman, Thomas Cowan, Andreas Vanderplanitz, Tom Barnett,
and Sayerji. 

Viral isolation

The outbreak sent researchers around the world racing to isolate laboratory specimens of the
virus that causes COVID-19. The virus was later named severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2, or SARS-CoV-2.

In countries that experienced earlier outbreaks, including China, Australia, Germany and the
United States, researchers were able to isolate the virus and develop their own inventories of
SARS-CoV-2, but logistical and legal barriers prevented them from readily sharing their materials
with researchers beyond their borders.

What Canadian researchers needed to join the "ght in earnest was a domestic supply of clean
copies of the virus — preferably from multiple Canadian COVID-19 cases. Even in a pandemic,
developing such a supply is not as easy as it might sound, and multiple teams in Canada set out to
isolate and develop pure cultures of the virus, not knowing which would be successful, or when.

Ultimately two teams in Canada would isolate the virus for study: one at the University of
Saskatchewan and one that featured researchers from McMaster University, Sunnybrook Health
Sciences Centre and the University of Toronto.

Arinjay Banerjee, a postdoctoral research fellow at McMaster who typically works in my virology
lab, volunteered his special expertise. We were proud to have him share his talent with the team in
Toronto, where he set to work with physicians and researchers Samira Mubareka, Lily Yip, Patryk
Aftanas and Rob Kozak.

For Banerjee, it was like a batter being called to the plate with the score tied in the bottom of the
ninth. He had come to work at McMaster because of its Institute for Infectious Disease
Researchand its Immunology Research Centre, and because the university maintains a research
colony of bats.

Banerjee’s PhD work at the University of Saskatchewan, and now at McMaster, has focused on
bats and how their viruses, including coronaviruses, interact with bat and human antiviral
responses. Over the past few years, studies have shown that bat coronaviruses have the capacity
to infect human cells. Multiple researchers had predicted a coronavirus that would evolve and
jump into humans.

Read more: It's wrong to blame bats for the coronavirus epidemic

Ideal viral conditions

Isolating a virus requires collecting specimens from patients and culturing, or growing, any
viruses that occur in the samples. These viruses are obligate intracellular parasites, which means
that they can only replicate and multiply in cells. To isolate a particular virus, researchers need to
provide it with an opportunity to infect live mammalian cells, in tiny casks or on tissue culture
plates.

Viruses adapt to their hosts and evolve to survive and replicate ekciently within their particular
environment. When a new virus such as SARS-CoV-2 emerges, it isn’t obvious what particular
environment that virus has adapted to, so it can be hard to grow it successfully in the lab.

We can use tricks to draw out a virus. Sometimes the tricks work and sometimes they don’t. In
this case, the researchers tried a method Banerjee and the team had previously used while
working on the coronavirus that causes Middle Eastern Respiratory Syndrome: culturing the virus
on immunode"cient cells that would allow the virus to multiply unchecked. It worked.

Since specimens from patients are also likely to contain other viruses, it is critical to determine if
a virus growing in the culture is really the target coronavirus. Researchers con"rm the source of
infection by extracting genetic material from the virus in culture and sequencing its genome.

They compare the sequence to known coronavirus sequences to identify it precisely. Once a
culture is con"rmed, researchers can make copies to share with colleagues.

All this work must be done in secure, high-containment laboratories that mitigate the risk of
accidental virus release into the environment and also protect scientists from accidental
exposure. The more versions of a virus that can be isolated, the better. Having multiple virus
isolates allows us to monitor how the virus is evolving in humans as the pandemic progresses. It
also allows researchers to test the ekcacy of vaccines and drugs against multiple mutations of
the virus.

Canadian viral strains

Both the Saskatchewan and Ontario teams are now able to make and share research samples
with other Canadian scientists, enabling important work to proceed, using a robust domestic
supply that recects the evolving virus in its most relevant mutations.

That in turn gives Canadian researchers a "ghting chance to deliver a meaningful blow to COVID-
19 while there is still time. I’m glad our colleagues at other Canadian institutions will also have
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19 while there is still time. I’m glad our colleagues at other Canadian institutions will also have
versions of the virus to use in their research.

There is still so much work for all of us to do."
https://theconversation.com/i-study-viruses-how-our-team-isolated-the-new-coronavirus-to-
"ght-the-global-pandemic-133675?
fbclid=IwAR0okmhnPJ8pas1UJ_MoWwjsH6RkjkVtSrOuI7KMdgeh2rT4PXf2hjefx0A

The pathogen deniers go on to try to dismiss the research as false because of
"funding tho" by making spurious connections to the Bill & Melinda Gates
foundation to the University which the author is Vice President. 

Maybe you should dig deeper and with less bias. The Gates foundation hasnt even donated to
mcmaster since 2017.

The idiots like christine massey trying to claim that bill gates funded and conducted the canadian
isolation studies is ridiculous and doesnt even follow sound research or logic.

just because gates foundation donated some money to mcmaster university for a few years until
2017... 

"to identify and address ethical challenges, ethics-related risk, and policy gaps
that have the potential to undermine the impact of potential life-saving
technologies and interventions in global health and development research; Aid
type: Project-type interventions. ACected regions: Developing countries,
unspeciEed."

https://donations.vipulnaik.com/donee.php?
donee=McMaster%20University&fbclid=IwAR3WNwKm2vRM_ljAZdk5SaFRRo_YIH7N
kzLyuJ5gPCtL5Wkqlt3EZoV8qIo#doneeDonationAmountsByDonorAndYear

...and not in 2020 does not mean the author of the article and study, Karen Mossman, who is a
researcher and vice president of mcmaster university, recieved funding direct funding from bill
gates to conduct and design a fake study, and even if he DID directly fund her speci"cally, which
he did not, that still would not discredit or invalidate the scienti"c "ndings of viral isolation in
canada.

This whole nonsense about needing to ful"ll Koch's postulates WHICH IS FOR BACTERIA, NOT
VIRUSES,  in order to know what SARS COV 2 is, how it works, what its protein spike structure is,
the amino acid sequence and genome to diberentiate it from a native cellular exosome is a
ridiculous strawman argument. 

Koch's postulates HAVE BEEN FULFILLED for SARS COV 2003.

"According to Koch's postulates, as modi"ed by Rivers for viral diseases, six criteria
are required to establish a virus as the cause of a disease1. The "rst three criteria —
isolation of virus from diseased hosts, cultivation in host cells, and proof of "lterability
— have been met for SCV by several groups2,3,4,5. Moreover, of 96 individuals
complying with the World Health Organization's de"nition of SARS6 in Hong Kong, 86
(90%) yielded laboratory evidence of SCV infection.

We have tested for the three remaining criteria: production of comparable disease in
the original host species or a related one, re-isolation of the virus, and detection of a
speci"c immune response to the virus.

We inoculated two macaques with Vero-cell-cultured SCV isolated from a fatal SARS
case, and monitored their clinical signs, virus excretion and antibody response. The
animals were killed six days post-inoculation (d.p.i.), and we then carried out gross and
histopathological examinations of them.

Both SCV-inoculated macaques became lethargic from 3 d.p.i. onwards and developed
a temporary skin rash, and one subered respiratory distress from 4 d.p.i. onwards. The
macaques excreted virus from the nose and throat at 2–6 d.p.i., as shown by
polymerase chain reaction with reverse transcription (RT-PCR) and by virus isolation
(see supplementary information).

The isolated virus was identical to that inoculated, as shown by negative-contrast
electron microscopy (Fig. 1a) and RT-PCR analysis. Seroconversion to SCV, as
determined by indirect immunocuorescence assay using infected Vero cells, was
demonstrated in two other SCV-infected macaques at 16 d.p.i.. The virus was also
isolated from the faeces of one of these animals (see supplementary information).

"An acute and often severe respiratory illness emerged in southern China in late 2002
and rapidly spread to diberent areas of the Far East as well as several countries
around the globe. When the outbreak of this apparently novel infectious disease
termed severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) came to an end in July 2003, it had
caused over 8000 probable cases worldwide and more than 700 deaths.

Starting in March 2003, the World Health Organization (WHO) organised an
unprecedented international ebort by leading laboratories working together to "nd the
causative agent. Little more than one week later, three research groups from this
WHO-coordinated network simultaneously found evidence of a hitherto unknown
coronavirus in SARS patients, using diberent approaches. 

After Koch’s postulates had been ful"lled, WHO okcially declared on 16 April 2003
that this virus never before seen in humans is the cause of SARS.

Ever since, progress around SARS-associated coronavirus (SARS-CoV) has been
swift. Within weeks of the "rst isolate being obtained, its complete genome was
sequenced. Diagnostic tests based on the detection of SARS-CoV RNA were
developed and made available freely and widely; nevertheless the SARS case
de"nition still remains based on clinical and epidemiological criteria"

SARS COV 2 HAS ALSO ALL BUT BEEN FULFILLED 

Virus Isolation from the First Patient with SARS-CoV-2 in Korea

"SARS-CoV-2 was Prst isolated using human airway epithelial cells and it was
classiPed into the subgenus sarbecovirus of beta-CoVs by phylogenetic
analyses of the gene sequences.3

Both the SARS-CoV and the MERS-CoV were initially isolated and grew readily
in Vero cells.4, 5 Here, we report the isolation of SARS-CoV-2 using Vero cells
from a patient entering Korea from Wuhan, China."

https://jkms.org/DOIx.php?id=10.3346/jkms.2020.35.e84

A Novel Coronavirus from Patients with Pneumonia in China, 2019

"Virus isolation from the clinical specimens was performed with human airway
epithelial cells and Vero E6 and Huh-7 cell lines. The isolated virus was named
2019-nCoV."

"Although our study does not fulPll Koch’s postulates, our analyses provide
evidence implicating 2019-nCoV in the Wuhan outbreak.

Additional evidence to conPrm the etiologic signiPcance of 2019-nCoV in the
Wuhan outbreak include identiPcation of a 2019-nCoV antigen in the lung
tissue of patients by immunohistochemical analysis, detection of IgM and IgG
antiviral antibodies in the serum samples from a patient at two time points to
demonstrate seroconversion, and animal (monkey) experiments to provide
evidence of pathogenicity. "

https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa2001017

"According to Koch's postulates, as modiPed by Rivers for viral diseases, six
criteria are required to establish a virus as the cause of a disease1.

The Prst three criteria — isolation of virus from diseased hosts, cultivation in
host cells, and proof of Plterability — have been met for SCV by several
groups2,3,4,5. 

Moreover, of 96 individuals complying with the World Health Organization's de"nition of SARS6 in
Hong Kong, 86 (90%) yielded laboratory evidence of SCV infection.

We have tested for the three remaining criteria: production of comparable disease in
the original host species or a related one, re-isolation of the virus, and detection of a
speci"c immune response to the virus. We inoculated two macaques with Vero-cell-
cultured SCV isolated from a fatal SARS case, and monitored their clinical signs, virus
excretion and antibody response. The animals were killed six days post-inoculation
(d.p.i.), and we then carried out gross and histopathological examinations of them.

Both SCV-inoculated macaques became lethargic from 3 d.p.i. onwards and developed
a temporary skin rash, and one subered respiratory distress from 4 d.p.i. onwards. The
macaques excreted virus from the nose and throat at 2–6 d.p.i., as shown by
polymerase chain reaction with reverse transcription (RT-PCR) and by virus isolation
(see supplementary information).

The isolated virus was identical to that inoculated, as shown by negative-contrast
electron microscopy (Fig. 1a) and RT-PCR analysis. Seroconversion to SCV, as
determined by indirect immunocuorescence assay using infected Vero cells, was
demonstrated in two other SCV-infected macaques at 16 d.p.i.. The virus was also
isolated from the faeces of one of these animals (see supplementary information).
https://academic.oup.com/cid/article/doi/10.1093/cid/ciaa325/5811871

The pathogen deniers only arbitrary rebuttal to dismiss all the studies is that one study  used fetal
bovine serum as viral transport medium to isolate and purify sars cov 2 and that "contaminates
the sample with bovine rna which is somehow confused with sars cov rna gene sequence.

They just simply dismiss and deny all evidence because they falsely assume that the
methodologies used to culture and isolate and purify viral samples, are somehow "contaminated
with antibiotics, antiviral and toxic agents".

He goes on to suggest that   "antifungals and fetal bovine serum and fetal
bovine serum can interfere with the RNA in the sample,"  based on the cherry
picked  misinterpretation and misunderstanding of the citation.

""The authors "rst evaluated exogenous RNA contamination. They grew cultures of a
cell type known not to express a particular RNA, then evaluated the presence of that
RNA in the culture media. If that RNA was found, its origin was probably the media
itself. For example, the authors demonstrated that miR-122, a liver-speci"c miRNA, is
present in media from cultured glioma cells, suggesting that its source is likely FBS
itself. They then attempted to deplete RNA from FBS via ultracentrifugation, but
despite a 24 hour spin at 100,000g, about 75% of total RNA remained in the
supernatant. This result has also been found by researchers attempting to deplete
FBS of RNA-containing EVs and emphasizes the dikculty of producing media truly free
from contaminating RNA."

But he leaves out the other part that suggests they can distinguish between which rna
genome is from a virus like sars cov 2 rather than fetal bovine serum.

"Alternatively, a quantitative analysis of the chemical composition of the
media might make it possible to estimate which RNAs are secreted by the
cells of interest by Altering out known FBS RNAs from the total RNA pool." 

https://exrna.org/fetal-bovine-serum-rna-interferes-with-cell-culture-derived-extracellular-rna/?
fbclid=IwAR3jOWsU_P9sVpZEQQ3lkfvbHVY-JguGZmjKA1cSSugHq1VFHKp3QfWpbSg  

  They're not confusing sars cov rna with FBS RNA.

STERILE. HEAT INACTIVATED BOVINE SERUM. 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/Viral-Transport-Medium.pdf?
fbclid=IwAR04CAMGDlOWiweSVGbZHogl6PGScw8ellxfq4PaolPN_Kk4zBC2C0vgc_0

 can you please read what sterile and heat inactivated means please?

  Heat inactivated bovine serum is heat inactivated to sterilize it.  

Heat inactivation of serum refers to the process which involves treatment of
serum at a higher temperature to inactivate unwanted active agents in serum
particularly serum complement.

In addition to inhibiting the complement system, heat inactivation is also
reported to reduce the risk of microbial contaminants like mycoplasma.
However, heat inactivation often results in precipitation, and serum appears
translucent. Precipitates in serum are frequently mistaken for microbial
contaminants.

http://www.laboratorynotes.com/protocol-heat-inactivation-of-serum/

"Heat treatment was also advocated in the past as a risk mitigation approach
for achieving pathogen (especially mycoplasma and virus) reduction in serum.
"  

"It has been showniii that mycoplasma and certain viruses (including such
known contaminants of bovine serum as bovine viral diarrhea virus,
parainfuenza type 3, infectious bovine rhinotracheitis, reovirus type 3, and
adenovirus) are rendered essentially non-infectious at the
temperatures/treatment times used for heat-inactivation.  

There are, however, other ways of inactivating such potential contaminants



There are, however, other ways of inactivating such potential contaminants
that are less potentially damaging to the serum (see our article on gamma
irradiation of serum for risk mitigation, for instance). "  

https://www.rmbio.com/heat-inactivation-of-fetal-bovine-and-other-animal-serum#:~:text=Heat-
inactivation%20of%20fetal%20bovine%20serum%20and%20other%20animal,and%20strictly%
20maintaining%20that%20condition%20for%2030%20minutes.

"Animal-derived materials such as animal sera represent a low, but Pnite, risk for
introduction of an adventitious agent (virus or mollicute) into a biological bulk
harvest during upstream manufacturing processes involving mammalian cell
substrates.

Viral and mollicute (Mycoplasma sp. and Acholeplasma sp.) contamination events
have been relatively rare, but many of those that have been reported have been
attributed to use of infected animal sera in growth media during cell expansion.

The risk of introduction of viruses and mollicutes may be mitigated by elimination of
the use of animal sera and implementation instead of chemically de"ned or serum-
and animal-derived material-free cell culture media.

When use of animal sera is unavoidable, however, mitigation of the risk of
introducing an adventitious contaminant may involve treatment of the sera to
inactivate potential contaminants. Gamma irradiation is one of the most widely
employed methods for viral and mollicute inactivation in animal sera.

In this article, we review the inactivation results reported for viral and mollicute
inactivation in frozen serum. Studies performed to assess the impact of gamma
irradiation on serum quality and performance are also discussed.

The available data indicate that inactivation of mollicutes in serum is essentially
complete at the gamma radiation doses normally employed (25–40 kGy),

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1045105611000649

ANTIFUNGAL IS NOT A CONTANIMATION OF A LATER PURIFIED SAMPLE, it is
to PREVENT FUNGAL CONTAMINATION of a sample.   

Gentamicin sulfate (50mg/mL) (or similar antibiotic at an appropriate concentration to prevent
bacterial contamination and growth)

6.14 Amphotericin B (250μg/mL) (Fungizone) (or similar antifungal at an appropriate concentration
to prevent fungal contamination and growth)

"IMPURE SAMPLE CONTAMINATION" CLAIMS DEBUNKED. TRY AGAIN.

IdentiPcation of Coronavirus Isolated from a Patient in Korea with COVID-19
https://t.co/J1zZQAmMAd?amp=1

A Novel Coronavirus from Patients with Pneumonia in China, 2019
https://www.nejm.org/doi/pdf/10.1056/NEJMoa2001017

Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 from Patient with Coronavirus Disease,
United States https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/26/6/20-0516_article

Isolation and rapid sharing of the 2019 novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) from the Prst patient
diagnosed with COVID-19 in Australia https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32237278/

Scientists Pgure out how new coronavirus breaks into human cells
(endocytosis): 

"Zhou and his team used a tool called cryo electron microscopy, which employs deeply
frozen samples and electron beams to image the tiniest structures of biological
molecules. The researchers found that the molecular bond between SARS-CoV-2's
spike protein and ACE2 looks fairly similar to the binding pattern of the coronavirus
that caused the outbreak of SARS in 2003.

There are some diberences, however, in the precise amino acids used to bind SARS-
CoV-2 to that ACE2 receptor compared with the virus that causes SARS (severe acute
respiratory syndrome), the researchers said. 

"While some might consider the diberences subtle," Gallagher said, "they might be
meaningful with respect to the strength with which each of those viruses stick." 

That "stickiness" could abect how easily a virus transmits from one person to another.
If any given viral particle is more likely to enter a cell once it enters the human body,
transmission of disease is more likely.

There are other coronaviruses that circulate regularly, causing upper respiratory
infections that most people think of as the common cold. Those coronaviruses don't
interact with the ACE2 receptor, Gallagher said, but rather, they get into the body using
other receptors on human cells. " https://www.livescience.com/how-coronavirus-
infects-cells.html

Structural basis for the recognition of SARS-CoV-2 by full-length human ACE2

Abstract

"Angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) is the cellular receptor for severe acute
respiratory syndrome–coronavirus (SARS-CoV) and the new coronavirus (SARS-CoV-
2) that is causing the serious coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) epidemic. 

Here, we present cryo–electron microscopy structures of full-length human ACE2 in
the presence of the neutral amino acid transporter B0AT1 with or without the receptor
binding domain (RBD) of the surface spike glycoprotein (S protein) of SARS-CoV-2,
both at an overall resolution of 2.9 angstroms, with a local resolution of 3.5 angstroms
at the ACE2-RBD interface. The ACE2-B0AT1 complex is assembled as a dimer of
heterodimers, with the collectrin-like domain of ACE2 mediating homodimerization. 

The RBD is recognized by the extracellular peptidase domain of ACE2 mainly through
polar residues. 

These "ndings provide important insights into the molecular basis for coronavirus
recognition and infection."

https://science.sciencemag.org/content/367/6485/1444

"SARS-CoV transmission electron microscopy. In the supernatant of SARS-CoV
infected cytopathic Vero E6 cells, characteristic virus particles can be found. 

The diameter of the viruses ranges between 60 nm and 120 nm and the virus shapes
are round or oval. There are many protrusions from the envelope which are arranged in
order with wide gaps between them. 

There are also many virus particles in the infected cells present. They often form a
virus vesicle with an encircling membrane. A: Higher magni"cation B: Lower
magni"cation. 

Scale bars represent 100 nm. Reproduced with permission from Acta Biochimica et
Biophysica Sinica 2003, 35(6):587–591 [126]."

https://www.researchgate.net/"gure/SARS-CoV-transmission-electron-microscopy-In-the-
supernatant-of-SARS-CoV-infected_"g3_8070538

Additionally, tons of claims are going around from laypersons falsely interpreting the info around
sars cov 2 isolation.

It has absolutely been isolated. The claims that it hasnt have been clari"ed.

That document is the CDC PCR test INSTRUCTIONS!

To assess the test performance, they used a method OTHER than "quanti"ed isolates"

Explained here (& see pics

https://bmj.com/content/371/bmj.m3925/rr-3

CDC isolated virus

Their work described here

https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/26/6/20-0516_article

 “Dear Editor,

Responding to Bernadette Pajer and Janet Menage.

Clarifying the statement provided by FDA in the SARS CoV2 PCR method document.

"Since no quanti"ed virus isolates of the 2019-nCoV are currently available, assays designed for
detection of the 2019-nCoV RNA were tested with characterized stocks of in vitro transcribed full
length RNA (N gene; GenBank accession: MN908947.2) of known titer (RNA copies/μL) spiked into
a diluent consisting of a suspension of human A549 cells and viral transport medium (VTM) to
mimic clinical specimen”

One essential step in method characterization is to determine the limit of detection (LoD). As this
requires a quantitative readout from the assay, one needs to use a precisely quanti"ed reference
substance as calibrant, ie it needs to be known in the reference that the SARS CoV2 RNA genome
is exactly present at a concentration of X copies/µl.

This statement simply means that this exactly quanti"ed isolate is not availabe, but the isolate are
available. The exactly quanti"ed reference substance is available in the form of in-vitro
transcribed RNA. This was used for the quantitative studies to establish the LoD.

This statement does NOT mean that no isolates are available. The CDC distributes currently 19
diberent SARS CoV2 isolates.

A very simple analogy:

apples = SARS CoV2 isolates

Do you have apples available?

Yes

Do you have buckets of exactly 50 apples available?

No

But you do have apples in store?

Yes, we do and we sell them in buckets, but some buckets contain as little as 40 apples and some
may contain up to 60 apples.“

Make sure to like, subscribe and hit the bell notiPcations button for full Plms and more
videos!

SUbscribe to my LBRY.TV channel to replace youtube!

https://tinyurl.com/y8xfv3bs

________My video Playlists! _________

Spiritual Enlightenment & Evolution of Consciousness

https://tinyurl.com/y8aazh8p

Science and Breakaway Technology Playlist!

https://tinyurl.com/y9dfm9zt

Documentaries, Presentations and Films playlist!

https://tinyurl.com/yd8nhezm

Health and Nutrition series Playlist!

https://tinyurl.com/y8647wwq

Interviews and Shows playlist

https://tinyurl.com/y7toscc3

LIVE broadcasts, Webinars and Events!

https://tinyurl.com/yar3abh5

understanding symbolic language full video playlist!

https://tinyurl.com/yb2hmec5

full "Symbols of Power" Linguistic Occult Symbolism Plm series for so much more.
https://tinyurl.com/ybmbw9bj

Government & C̶o̶ns̶ ̶ p ̶i r̶a̶c̶y̶ ̶ playlist!

https://tinyurl.com/y9mvqxbg

All Lifting The Veil's videos

https://tinyurl.com/y7zv9qae

Show your support by giving the gift of knowledge and wisdom from the Oncial Lifting The
Veil Merch shop for epic and inspiring apparel and art designs!

https://teespring.com/stores/lifting-the-veil?page=1

@Liftingtheveiloncial is now on all social media.

All of my full video presentations and articles can be found at patreon.com/LiftingTheVeil for
full #esoteric Plm presentations, research articles, livestream hangouts, lessons and so
much more mind blowing esoteric content on theology, #mythology, etymology and
#language, #symbolism, science, #biology, health and so much more!

SEE YOU SOON!

MUCH LOVE, PEACE AND #WISDOM!

------------SUPPORT Lifting The veil -------------------

patreon

patreon.com/LiftingTheveil

Paypal

https://www.paypal.com/pools/c/80CrErBse9

Ethereum:

0xbbda2c6111001ddbd204f39e826fb0401383852c

-------social media links----------------:

YOUTUBE:

MAIN CHANNEL https://tinyurl.com/y7apd59e

My second Livestream channel: https://tinyurl.com/ybxcnt8w

facebook: https://tinyurl.com/ya5dkssb

facebook personal: https://tinyurl.com/y84jfgsp

steemit: https://tinyurl.com/yacx4n8q

DTube: https://tinyurl.com/y7aht4qm

BitChute: https://tinyurl.com/ya2fqshh

twitter: https://tinyurl.com/ycqr9ltn

Instagram: https://tinyurl.com/y93zolqe

minds: https://tinyurl.com/ycgkdpo5

Onstellar: https://tinyurl.com/yawwr284

MeWe : https://mewe.com/p/liftingtheveil
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biological warfare biology biotech biowarfare conspiracy coronavirus covid19

disinformation fake news false Kags nwo physiology plandemic psyops science truth

thank you. a lot of people are spreading the exomes myth. hail. 
1

8mo

https://twitter.com/chris_f_carson/status/1325329929978867713?s=21

4mo

the theoretical virus has never been isolated"

EXCEPT here

4mo

Identi"cation of Coronavirus Isolated from a Patient in Korea with COVID-19
https://t.co/J1zZQAmMAd?amp=1

20h

A Novel Coronavirus from Patients with Pneumonia in China, 2019
https://www.nejm.org/doi/pdf/10.1056/NEJMoa2001017

20h

Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 from Patient with Coronavirus 
Disease, United States
https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/26/6/20-0516_article

20h

Isolation and rapid sharing of the 2019 novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) from the "rst 
patient diagnosed with COVID-19 in Australia
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32237278/

20h

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ftheconversation.com%2Fi-study-
viruses-how-our-team-isolated-the-new-coronavirus-to-"ght-the-global-pandemic-
133675%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0okmhnPJ8pas1UJ_MoWwjsH6RkjkVtSrOuI7KMdgeh2rT4
PXf2hjefx0A&h=AT3Ru4xiWhQe_cFEGRwugs8h-
wR56hT28lYe6kfsiUDRugsPnO8jFelmJ6mOa5QZmR9Mfzc3x68IbWCmFvxLTrGs6DPIT
ZnwA-l9jAEpLsT1VFPAuwJAD5Jx5HYOc7vjX7JCfNs08A&__tn__=-UK-y-R&c[0]=AT3v-
CQryGdLPxvPXiRf5kDCtx-fDHTwqMjj9uG38LKuG5XRJvOapo9_bQ-
4yi9UII6YHTewD_DHPXKlKj8JtjVYvQG4rbb3C_ERxra2Hlo828kgRfgh5OBn-
kBZVJgNeDU8SN61PaW37dw0tVEq8HNDgZ27srm0zorP-
UOXMQDtjgftrqkxG3JxSIpc4NOM_VZuc26YzX4c9lID

20h

Molecular characterization of SARS-CoV-2 from the "rst case of COVID-19 in Italy
https://www.clinicalmicrobiologyandinfection.com/article/S1198-743X(20)30170-

20h

https://www.patreon.com/Liftingtheveil/posts?filters%5Btag%5D=biological%20warfare
https://www.patreon.com/Liftingtheveil/posts?filters%5Btag%5D=biology
https://www.patreon.com/Liftingtheveil/posts?filters%5Btag%5D=biotech
https://www.patreon.com/Liftingtheveil/posts?filters%5Btag%5D=biowarfare
https://www.patreon.com/Liftingtheveil/posts?filters%5Btag%5D=conspiracy
https://www.patreon.com/Liftingtheveil/posts?filters%5Btag%5D=coronavirus
https://www.patreon.com/Liftingtheveil/posts?filters%5Btag%5D=covid19
https://www.patreon.com/Liftingtheveil/posts?filters%5Btag%5D=disinformation
https://www.patreon.com/Liftingtheveil/posts?filters%5Btag%5D=fake%20news
https://www.patreon.com/Liftingtheveil/posts?filters%5Btag%5D=false%20flags
https://www.patreon.com/Liftingtheveil/posts?filters%5Btag%5D=nwo
https://www.patreon.com/Liftingtheveil/posts?filters%5Btag%5D=physiology
https://www.patreon.com/Liftingtheveil/posts?filters%5Btag%5D=plandemic
https://www.patreon.com/Liftingtheveil/posts?filters%5Btag%5D=psyops
https://www.patreon.com/Liftingtheveil/posts?filters%5Btag%5D=science
https://www.patreon.com/Liftingtheveil/posts?filters%5Btag%5D=truth
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https://www.clinicalmicrobiologyandinfection.com/article/S1198-743X(20)30170-
1/fulltext?
fbclid=IwAR0AHACMHPoaEJYMyjLnUet6YbvvqV6zaXYt5_Pt1kRlxM05zAWDG1PN98Y

the study that used fetal bovine serum as viral transport medium to isolate and purify 
sars cov 2. CONTAMINATION CLAIMS DEBUNKED. 

STERILE. HEAT INACTIVATED BOVINE SERUM. https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/downloads/Viral-Transport-Medium.pdf?
fbclid=IwAR04CAMGDlOWiweSVGbZHogl6PGScw8ellxfq4PaolPN_Kk4zBC2C0vgc_0

can you please read what sterile and heat inactivated means please?  

heat inactivated bovine serum is heat inactivated to sterilize it. 

you cannot culture a sample to be puri"ed without somethingl, a substrate for the viral 
sample to culture in. i assure you dude, theyre not confusing bovine dna for coronavirus 
rna.

"Alternatively, a quantitative analysis of the chemical composition of the media might 
make it possible to estimate which RNAs are secreted by the cells of interest by "ltering 
out known FBS RNAs from the total RNA pool."

theyre not confusing sars cov rna with FBS RNA 

"Heat treatment was also advocated in the past as a risk mitigation approach for 
achieving pathogen (especially mycoplasma and virus) reduction in serum. "

"It has been showniii that mycoplasma and certain viruses (including such known 
contaminants of bovine serum as bovine viral diarrhea virus, paraincuenza type 3, 
infectious bovine rhinotracheitis, reovirus type 3, and adenovirus) are rendered 
essentially non-infectious at the temperatures/treatment times used for heat-
inactivation. 

There are, however, other ways of inactivating such potential contaminants that are less 
potentially damaging to the serum (see our article on gamma irradiation of serum for risk 
mitigation, for instance). " 
https://www.rmbio.com/heat-inactivation-of-fetal-bovine-and-other-animal-
serum#:~:text=Heat-
inactivation%20of%20fetal%20bovine%20serum%20and%20other%20animal,and%20
strictly%20maintaining%20that%20condition%20for%2030%20minutes.

ANTIFUNGAL IS NOT A CONTANIMATION OF A LATER PURIFIED SAMPLE, it is to 
PREVENT FUNGAL CONTAMINATION of a sample. 

Gentamicin sulfate (50mg/mL) (or similar antibiotic at an appropriate
concentration to prevent bacterial contamination and growth)

6.14 Amphotericin B (250μg/mL) (Fungizone) (or similar antifungal at an
appropriate concentration to prevent fungal contamination and growth)

6h
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